Why community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 28?

Police Crime Report No 295
Why Crown order ‘you cannot sue for
abandonment, prove abandonment is
fraud’? Courts rule, ‘law of probability’ is
the corner stone of justice. The million$
money fraud entrapped 5 S. Court Judges.
Mackenzie, White, Byrne overrule
MUIR’S CONFESSED NO CLARITY
To mediate, disclose, 5 year gaol = clarity.
Proof Muir is out of order. Hence CMC,
LSC & deJersey’s planned abandonment
conspiracy to discredit and silence.
Premier ‘Smart State’ personal direction - Police Com checklist

CB CEO IT policy - Lord Mayor ‘Can Do’ promised press release

WHY DISCREDIT AND SILENCE?
deJersey’s confession / Courier Mail PR
25/10/05 “Barrister disbarred over loan
fraud” proves multiple fraud, to cheat
Comm. Bank customers for bank
confessed self greed & self gain!

To create No1 bank by fraud.

Why criminology to crystallise the loss /
DVD ‘House of Sand and Fog’ to clarify
bureaucratic ficialism?
Why art of simulation / Asian UNI Degree /
IQ explaining Asian success / order?
WHY OPEN DOOR POLICY BY LAW?
Is customer service planned
ABANDONMENT OF THE TRUTH?

Why Police checklist / next step by law? Proves Supreme
Court / Legal Practice Tribunal fraud!

Barrister disbarred over loan fraud
Mark Oberhardt

A FORMER prosecutor and barrister jailed for hatching a
(multiple) fraudulent home loan scheme was yesterday disbarred.
Davida Williams also (To mean, confessed forger / fraudster /
Tribunal fraud.) known as Wilson, became the first barrister struck
off by Queensland’s new Legal Practice Tribunal and is believed
only the second barrister in Queensland history to be disbarred.
Chief Justice Paul deJersey, sitting in the Legal Practice Tribunal,
said (Proof of community abandonment, fraud charges hidden)
Why were the rest of the panel silent???

Evidence and proof of A. G. / Comm. Bank / S. Court / Legal
Practice Tribunal conspiracy:
Colonel/Judge Pat Shanahan for the Crown directed “There
were 14 cases under investigation. Yours is the best case.
(Forgery easy to prove) You can win this case if you study
the court transcripts and the money trail.” The Courier Mail
PR is fraudulent by omission. The facts are, Davida has pleaded
guilty to forgery. To our knowledge Davida used at least 5
different names, plus her maiden name Wilson. Hence a PR
cover-up / trick to deceive you / fraud. To start with, forging Gary
Armstrong's signature. (You must study the rest) He was one
of many mums and dads and first home buyers cheated by the
actions of the Comm. Bank Risk Manager Grahame Ledwidge
who has paid $25,000 to admit liability by law. (Trap to prove
bank liability)
Initially we were advised the ex-DPP Barrister / prisoner Davida
Ellen Williams was to receive a suspended 3 year prison
s e n t e n ce ( a j o k e ) . B e i n g su p p o r t e d b y DP P
'whistleblowers' backed up by Davida's family, why a 2 year
delay on remand to gain Davida's six month gaol term? (still
a joke) Encouraged by Premier Peter Beattie's speech for
advocates, sponsors and volunteers, Lord Mayor Campbell
Newman's promised PR and Police Com. Bob Atkinson's
council speech / plea for assistance, Chief of Staff Super
Peter Martin, Area Com. Super John Hopgood and Brisbane
City Council / Crown direction, we followed law reform as
ordered. Criminology proved the Supreme Court Judges
Mackenzie, White, Muir, Byrne and deJersey to be the
technical solution, to work with their strength. The majority
directed to mediate and give disclosure. Hence Crown
experts including the ex-CIB Detective / Legal Ombudsman
Jack Nimmo directed, to concentrate on the main objective /
confessed Comm. Bank fraud. The bank's intention to
overtake the National Bank and be the No1 bank in
Australia based on the Risk Management policy that any
fraudulent mistakes made along the way could be hidden by
what is referred to as the bank's 'corporate veil'. An

agreement using a fraudulent method well known and
accepted by the courts and community. Hence we set
multiple $10,000 traps with our accountant Tim Allen and
our valuer Terry Buckley / defendants and key witnesses,
who have shown great distress because of their dependence
in working with the banks on a daily basis. Grahame
Ledwidge's belligerent attitude not to confess the truth
received a warning by the Qld Law Society President
Ferguson quote “Not to let matters of this kind run out of
control.”
• The ex-A. G. Minister Rod Welford protected Davida as an
ex-Uni friend. He was not knowledgeable about her later life
as a sociopath, forger, fraudster and now self confessed
criminal. Hence his direction for Police admin / S. Court
mediation to write Police Crime Reports backed up by the
Premier “To find a solution.” By law, Grahame Ledwidge
gave a part confession of guilt, blamed the Relationship
Manager and made a fool of himself by ignoring the advice of
Chris Watts his boss and mediation expert. In breaking the
law to ignore the ACCC versus the Comm. Bank ruling by
Justice Susan Kiefel for increased valuation P.C.R. 261-2
“To study the bank product and the bank customer.” In
brief, to mean, not to be selfish and self centred and think
only of fraudulent bank profits above customer service. As
Barrister for the Legal Services Commission Mr. MacSporran
confirmed “The protection of the community has to be
paramount.” In striking off Solicitor Mike Baker. (Watch as
the dominos fall for law reform.) Hence Chris Watts advice
as mediation expert quote “To defend our mothers at all
cost” and his added comment “You have a big thing about
teamwork.” To mean, the importance by law to run the
argument based on a team of defendants. Our multiple
losses were caused by Grahame Ledwidge's fraudulent
actions in not confessing to the truth. Identified by
Colonel/Judge Pat Shanahan, quote “Grahame Ledwidge
should have directed to redraft the sales contracts, have
them signed and then rip up the old contracts.” Please
refer previous Police Crime Reports / SAA reform.
• Hence Chief Justice Paul deJersey's confession. “Davida is
to appear in Court in the Magistrates Court Southport on
the 26-10-05,” having been told by DPP 'whistleblowers'
as Davida has pleaded guilty again, and on a QC's opinion is
most likely to receive a 5 year gaol term. Check the evidence,
Davida forged a Solicitor's signature after pleading
guilty to a string of offences. Why were the fraud charges
directed by our Area Commander Super John Hopgood and
supported by Chief of Staff Super Peter Martin dropped by an
A. G. / Comm. Bank conspiracy? Why study the trail, CIB Det
Sgt Trevor Kidd, Fraud Squad Det Sgt Brett Heath, Insp Ray
Loader through to Asst Com. Pat Doonan, now reaching
Chief Justice Paul deJersey? Why the editors and journalists
request to break the silence of Lord Mayor's promised PR to
over-ride now proven Tribunal fraud? To backup Police

Commissioner Atkinson's plea for help quote “I am only
one person”, to lay those hidden fraud charges.
• Hence the need for the political input of both the Premier
Peter Beattie and the Lord Mayor Campbell Newman and
their support teams. They confirm that cases of this kind
cannot be resolved at community cabinet meetings, nor at
neighbourhood fairs, but in their kindness directed us to
meet with the Police Commissioner and his team as
volunteers to initiate a procedure to reverse organised
crime. This now leads to their direction to the reason why
the Legal Services Commission was established. To have a
Legal Practice Tribunal to investigate the confessed
fraudulent matters that create losses of up to a $20 billion a
year. Fraud is Australia's No1 crime.
• We now draw your attention to the L. S. C. failure to ignore
their own Barrister Mr. MacSporran's directions for
community protection to backup Colonel/Judge Pat
Shanahan’s direction “To prove abandonment is fraud.”

•

•

•

Ref: SAM: 71000678 13-10-05.
The specific quote “I wish to put you on notice that I will be
objecting to you appearing before a tribunal as you are not
part of the proceedings.” (By law we are the primary
witnesses, after losing millions to gain the Barristers
imprisonment. Thus proving abandonment is fraud in
this tribunal.) “In the meantime if you wish to discuss this
further or require any further information in relation to the
application, please do not hesitate to contact Mr. David Finch,
on 3406 7737.”
•

• Please note my son is prepared to swear on the Bible that
he spoke with both L. S. C. staff, Rhonda and Lisa in an
effort to discuss this matter with David Finch and was told
on each and every occasion “Mr. Finch is at a meeting
and he will ring back.” My son will also swear “He never

•

received a phone call from Mr. David Finch.” In brief, he
was directed by the Qld CMC and the L. S. C, quote “You
may have got your Barrister into prison but you won't
get your money back, so why waste your time?” We
concur with our original Barrister Paul McQuade, quote
“You do not get justice in the Supreme Court. Always
look to mediate.” Hence our support for the Com. of Police
and his battle against organised crime to lay fraud charges
to prevent crime.
On the conduct of the tribunal, my son stood armed with an
affidavit setting out relevant matters specifically concerning
the conduct of the ex-DPP Barrister / prisoner Davida Ellen
Williams. The Legal Services Commission refused to
discuss this matter further thus not supporting the Premier's
and the Lord Mayor's intent for law reform. As directed by the
A. G. Dept Barrister / direction quote “We do not give
justice, the Courts give justice.”
The tribunal was not prepared to take on board any written or
verbal information due to the L. S. C. misconduct to
abandon our case. Why have a Tribunal of three where we
were gagged and not allowed to converse with the other
panel members, whose body language showed interest in
our story of multiple fraud?
We can prove over a 3 year period in Magistrates Court
Holland Park 422/2000-2, that Davida was responsible for
the loss of our 22 block subdivision, where the Head
Contractor confessed quote “If I go down, lots of people
will go down with me.” His Solicitor James Conomos is yet
to front the Tribunal for planned litigation / liquidation by
fraud. The conspiracy now stands at the door of S. Court
Judge Paul deJersey. He should not protect the A. G. /
Comm. Bank conspiracy. Grahame Ledwidge has still
refused to confirm the Crown's confession / brief. Grahame
Ledwidge directed, to rip up the 'For Sale' contracts for land,
based on their Relationship Manager James Pitman's
instructions quote “If you want the loan do as the loan
agreement reads.” Yet Clark and Kann bank Solicitors
confirmed this with S. C. affidavit 4461/2001.
Reference law reform, the importance for you as a reader to
play your part, to gain S. Court clarity. The Comm. Bank's
fraudulent claim given by Grahame Ledwidge in writing was
quote “The bank does not give disclosure to bank's
business.” To go directly against the order by S. Court
Judge Margaret White for disclosure by law. Instead they
paid $25,000 and gave a part confession of guilt and blamed
their Relationship Manager. Why have they not given a full
confession of guilt? Why try and hide behind the CMC,
L.S.C, and the Tribunal by planned abandonment, as
confessed by our sociopath / ex-DPP Barrister / prisoner?
(Perhaps that is the reason why Davida became a
sociopath.)
Hence the importance for law reform. If you are guilty of a

crime and not prepared to confess your guilt, but prepared to
destroy the defendants in an effort to avoid admitting guilt or
to blame them by the proven abandonment of the truth,
we have proved as directed by the Crown “Abandonment
is fraud.” Hence the importance by law as a Judge or
Magistrate to be guided by the truth. Truth begins by
supporting the Police checklist as directed by the Brisbane
City Council Internal Investigation Department, who
confessed “We do not have a Police Force. Please set
out this case so the Qld Police get the credit for a job
well done.” Hence by the direction of honest Crown /
Comm. Bank staff / DPP 'whistleblowers' and Brisbane
City Council experts, we have exposed organised crime.
Hence by law in exposing the prisoner's confession quote
“You would be surprised what goes on behind closed
doors, abandonment.” You have by law, the evidence and
proof as we are proven innocent, as volunteers we support
the Crown by giving our money. We used a $10,000
insurance scam which totally confused S. C. Judge
Muir. By his own confession, we have further exposed this
A. G. / Comm. Bank conspiracy. To explain the principle of
how $20 billion is lost to organised crime. Hence due to
the obvious, this can only be resolved by the next step.
• The Lord Mayor Campbell Newman backing up the Police
Commissioner, supported by the Premier Peter Beattie, in
giving a press release. To assist the CEO of the Comm.
Bank Ralph Norris replace the confessed and proven idiot
factor of Risk Management. As proven by law quote QC
Walter Sofronoff (current Crown assistance on terrorism
/ law reform) “Neither side will be happy with the
outcome.” Hence the Crown's direction for Rescue
Management. To create the cure by law reform, in
creating 'law of abandonment.' Necessitating the Police
checklist / criminology, backed up by the Police Com. Bob
Atkinson and his plea for help for advocates, sponsors and
volunteers to ensure
COMMUNITY LAW REFORM

For brief, contact Ada Bright
Email: brights@dodo.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
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